
Cell Review 

Depending upon the organism you are studying, the cells that compose it will contain different organelles, or cell “organs”, if you 

will. The organelles function similarly to the organs within our own bodies-they carry out specific functions for the cell that help to 

keep it working properly and enabling it to survive.  

1)  Below is a chart that serves to compare the organelles found within bacteria cells, fungus cells, plant cells, & animal cells. 

Your job today is to identify which organelles are found within these different groups of organisms.  

 Bacteria Fungus Plant  Animal 

These cells contain a nucleus:     

Cell walls are found here:     

Considered eukaryotic:     

Contain DNA chromosomes     

These organisms are prokaryotic:     

Contain chloroplasts:     

Contain lysosomes:     

Contain mitochondria     

Contain ribosomes     

Contain cytoskeleton:     

Contain  golgi apparatus:     

Contain endoplasmic reticulum     

Have a large, central vacuole:     

2) Why are chromosomes so important to the life cycle of living organisms?  

                  

3.    You are told that the cells on a microscope slide are plant, animal or bacteria. You look at them  

       through a microscope and see cell walls and membrane-bound organelles. You conclude that the cells:  __________ 

 a. are plant cells  c. are animal cells 

 b. are bacteria cells  d. could be either plant or animal cells 

4.  Suppose a certain poison kills cells by damaging the cytoskeleton.  Which of the following types of cells would NOT 

be affected by this type of poison?   ________________ 

a.   plant cells  c.   human cells 

    b.   bacteria cells d.   all types of cells would be affected 

 

5.    A contagious disease causes the breakdown in a cell’s SER function.  As a result, which of the following biomolecules 

would be in a limited supply in the cell?  ______________ 

 a.   proteins  c.   carbohydrates 

 b.   ATP  d.   lipids 

6.  What symptoms would you expect for a living organism which had major damage to all of its cell membranes?  _____ 

   a.   Limited growth because of the cell’s inability to catch sunlight and make sugars 

   b.   Limited growth because cell wastes could not be stored properly and they built up to toxic levels 

   c.   Lack of energy because of the cell’s inability to process sugars into ATP 

   d.   Lack of energy because glucose sugar molecules cannot properly enter the cell 

7.   What symptoms would you expect for a living organism which had major damage to all of its vacuoles?  _______ 

   a.   Limited growth because of the cell’s inability to properly package and ship important proteins to other cells 

   b.   Limited growth because cell wastes could not be stored properly and they built up to toxic levels 

   c.   Lack of energy because of the cell’s inability to process sugars into ATP 

   d.   Lack of energy because glucose sugar molecules cannot properly enter the cell 


